
Week 2 Task / Activity I am intending to do Recourses and what I will need to do

Start written work have a structure 

Monday Begin section one : rationale covering the progression through 
the past 11 units and our final project being unit 12. !
- Write about what music was for me before I started the course, 

DJing drums and trumpet experience!
- How that has changed through and how it is today!
- Include different units; human hearing mechanism, 

fundamentals of instruments, synthesis, beat chemistry, 
functional keyboards, music business - different units, special 
subject investigation and my DJ equipment, acoustic 
treatment, studio environment and building a home studio!

- How the knowledge acquired is in great importance to me 
today, decisions and choices!

- Becoming viable in different medias such as TV, radio, live 
events, management, stage setup, music production and 
understanding mixing and mastering for different genres.!

- Introduce final project idea and the influence about doing 
something new and how i will release my EP + start an event 
in my own time - promoting myself as a brand

- Access to laptop with internet connection !
- Write out my Rationale including everything that I have done 

over the entire course!
- Access to wordpress for blog post regarding my past 

experiences with music, what i meant to me and how that has 
changed over the time being here in college!

- Notes on past 11 units will be needed for guidance and 
reference !

- Blackboard & proportal for reference to the names of the 
different units!

- Access to my notes on my projects concept and why i chose to 
do so, with benefits from the topic!

- Go into depth about the knowledge that I have gained and will 
gain over the project i intend to do



Tuesday Finish off any outstanding work from section 1 and if compete 
start section 2: project concept!
- Referring back to Rationale explain how much project will give 

my portfolio more diverse projects for various things!
- State the idea: I have been commissioned by a radio station to 

produce a creative piece of work to a professional Standard. 
Each piece produced should be able to used a power intro for 
the radio stations show / broadcast / podcast, the genres of 
music being played are techno / house. I then will have to pitch 
/ playback the results to the client demonstrating how my 
personal skill sets were applied to my final project.!

- include the vision of the radio power intro is a mix session with 
guest Djs or even a talk show revolving around dance music.!

- Gaining primary research from the college facilities and links to 
outside, teachers or other students!

- secondary research opportunities in the library for books or 
audio books,  !

- Using the facilities that are available to me: college studios / 
equipment, my roland aira series, !

- Opportunities for myself and also other students to record a 
podcast / radio show!

- Why I chose not to plan the final leaving party / performance

- Access to laptop with internet connection !
- Finish off my rationale if I have not completed it and start writing 

down section 2 in my blog, which is my projects concept!
- Access to Wordpress to finish off section 1 and begin section 2 

on the blog posts!
- Over viewable rationale finished to refer back to once working 

forward!
- Pages to write out project idea and general plan with each 

different !
- Write an overview of my projects aim, goal and main idea!
- Explaining in detail on why I chose to do this project including 

my vision and benefits !
- Ask teachers and students in college if there is any possibility of 

their experience or knowledge being a useful source of primary 
research to me!

- Go to the library and look at the different books that they have 
to offer for my secondary research !

- Go around the college studios and different rooms and evaluate 
how the facilities could come into use with my project and 
intensions!

- Write down in blog why i chose against other projects!!



Wednesday Complete section 2 if it is not finished yet, then start to write my 
evaluation for section 3.!
- How will my work be reflected and that it is an ongoing 

process, writing down notes during the work progression to 
assist forgetting vital parts!

- Posts on blog for: research, plans, idea, changes, problems 
and other details that go into the process of completing the 
final project highlighting decisions and key points / factors to 
the project!

- Include pro and con analysis for when making decisions which 
have great influence towards the final out come, finding out 
their strengths and weaknesses!

- Using brain maps or mind maps to figure out problems or 
come up with a variety of ideas!

- Setting SMART targets for my weekly / daily aims and goals.!

- Access to laptop with internet connection !
- Access to wordpress to keep working on section 2 if not 

complete and start section 3!
- Blog about how I will be reflecting my work each week as an 

ongoing process to evaluate the steps that I am taking towards 
completing my final project, to a professional standard!

- Access to pro portal for SMART targets!
- Access to brainstorm website were I can plan my research 

directions, different ideas and solution to problems!
- Research on different evaluation and planning techniques / tips!
- Plan on ongoing reflection of my work!
- Contact with teachers to ask for guidance on planning a radio 

show and how they are commonly structured !

Thursday Brainstorm into a radio show power intro, aspects of the project 
and begin research to assist the mind map areas!!
- College Radio Show!
- Uk Radio Station & their suited shows!
- Essentials needed to produce my power intro!
Listen to different power intro productions on sound cloud or 
youtube, also seeing if podcasts have intros

- Access to laptop with internet connection !
- Brainstorm website covering different areas of a radio show 

plan such as idea for a college radio show with different 
students performing, with the essentials I will need to organise 
a show!

- Access to youtube, sound cloud and there platforms where 
radio imaging producers upload their work!

-



Friday Begin Task 1: write out the projects context to me !
- Challenging myself with a new kind of production - my aim 

and personal contribution towards the project !
- Undertaking something I have not tried before so that I am 

able to gain more knowledge for different medias, also 
improving my existing knowledge of synthesis and sampling.!

- Different areas that I will benefit from doing this project - 
Music Production, Audio Engineering and Radio Broadcasting 
also further insight into logic x!

- Explaining dance music power intro productions and mixing of 
tracks!

- A radio stations characteristics and identity - implemented into 
a power intro!

- Selecting certain music that fits into the brand of radio station 
shows!

- Using the VT-3 and types of microphones

- Access to laptop with internet connection !
- Access to wordpress for the written work on my projects context 

in a blog post!
- I will need to cover why I am challenging myself and my goal. 

Including areas of knowledge I will gain throughout my project. !
- Explain that I intend for mix three to five different tracks out of a 

specific music genre, that resembles the brand of a radio 
station show. On top of these tracks I will be adding different 
voice over samples giving the listeners information with sound 
effects, keeping the movement of the show going. !

- Research on different radio stations brands and their music 
selection!

- Research on how power intros are produced!
- Listen to the different music that I have are choose selected 

tracks that could work well with certain genre radio stations!
- Setup my VT-3 at home with my microphone and have a test 

what would be best to use in the final studio recording session, 
or if it is even applicable 


